The Benefits of Well
Trained Facilities
Managers to an
Organisation
An overview of how undertaking an FM qualification with Blue-Eye Training helps to
improve managers’ skills & knowledge

Why Facilities Management Supports an Organisation
Businesses naturally want to concentrate on their core function without the distractions that
come with having to manage the building they occupy and the challenges required to
organise or manage the background support activities that occur therein.
The Need for a Trained and Knowledgeable Facilities Manager
A knowledgeable facilities manager will assist an organisation in its daily operations by
practicing and sharing recognised industry good practice techniques for:








Protecting the building
Maintaining high customer service levels
Developing staff and managing workload challenges
Ensuring safety exists in all operational procedures
Negotiating favourable deals with suppliers and set up workable contracts
Managing technical activities
Creating a positive culture for sustainability in the workplace and efficient energy
usage
 Planning budgets so as to assist with cost control

In What Way the BIFM Qualifications Particularly Help the Business
Gaining a qualification will:
 Give kudos to the company in the eyes of the customers and suppliers alike
 Demonstrate to stakeholders that the company cares for and invests in its staff
 Assist with succession planning and help to retain managers
 Be a positive return on the training investment by realising:
o cost savings over time; and
o an increase in team performance levels attained
 Assist managers to take appropriate levels of responsibility
 Encourage managers to apply industry good practice techniques
 Gain or protect accreditations in quality standards
In What Way the Qualifications Enhance Managers’ Professional Capabilities
In studying for the BIFM qualifications, Blue-Eye Training will assist learners in developing
their:






Ability to prepare, create and produce effective reports
Professional writing skills and document presentation
Ability to work alongside and communicate effectively with others
Time management efficiency
Planning and decision-making skills

